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Association of Japan Coma Scale score on hospital arrival with in-hospital mortality

Among trauma patients

Dear…

I read the manuscript; it is needs some revisions as follows:

- The author should mention the design of the study.
- Please say about inclusion and exclusion criteria.
- The author should mention the methods of data collection.
- In all paper, mention Percent and Frequency together
- Please mention if JCS has been considered as one of the inclusion criteria? If yes, please explain about its range.
- The author should explain the ROC analysis before logistic regression.
- The manuscript has some grammatical mistakes and types and needs to be

Edited

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Does the work include the necessary controls?**
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?**
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?**
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

Not relevant to this manuscript

**Quality of written English**
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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